Preparation Instructions

**Step 1:** Don appropriate PPE (sterile gloves, face mask, gown) and clean the preparation area.

**Step 2:** Remove 1 vial of bamlanivimab 700 mg/20 mL from the refrigerator.

**Step 3:** Allow the vial to reach room temperature (about 20 minutes).

***Do not expose to direct heat***

**Step 4:** Gently invert the vial 10 times by hand to allow homogeneity of the contents.

***Do not shake or vigorously agitate the vial***

**Step 5:** Visually inspect the vial for the presence of any particulate matter. Discard the vial if any visible particulate matter is observed and restart the preparation using a new vial.

**Step 6:** Cleanse the top of the medication vial with an alcohol swab. Using a 50mL syringe and 18g needle, withdraw 20 mL of bamlanivimab from the vial.

**Step 7:** Cleanse the medication port of a 100 mL 0.9% sodium chloride IV bag with an alcohol swab and inject the drug into the medication port.

100 mL NS + 20 mL drug = 120 mL total volume

**Step 8:** Gently invert prepared IV bag ≈ 10 times by hand to ensure homogeneity of the contents.

***Do not shake or vigorously agitate, avoid foaming***

**Step 9:** Visually inspect it for the presence of any visible particulate matter. Discard the prepared bag if any visible particulate matter is observed and restart the preparation using a new vial.

**Step 10:** Label the bag with the drug name and strength (bamlanivimab 700 mg) and attach a 0.2 or 0.22 micron filter to the primary infusion set. Spike the prepared bag and prime the tubing.

**Additional Notes:**
- Administer per the MAR admin instructions.
- Flush infusion line after infusion is complete to ensure patient receives all of the medication.
- Discard any unused product per site requirements.
- Report any serious adverse events in MIDAS.